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‘At the moment
of vision, the
eyes see
nothing’

I

have found as I have gotten older
that Time and even the World simply
does not move in a linear fashion. I
too like all of you I am sure, am waiting
for that magic Pill which will reverse
time and give me back my 21 Year Old
Body which of course was an Enzo
Ferrari and which I surely in a folly of
youth did not appreciate at the time
and instead coveted the Car which
was nothing. Yuval Noah Harari leads
us to believe the arrival of such a Pill
that will reverse time cannot be that
far away. I would like to keep my more
mature mind and not get back that
Testosterone fuelled mind machine of
old, however. A lot of Folks will have
read Lord of the Flies which is a 1954

novel by Nobel Prize–winning British
author William Golding. The book
focuses on a group of British boys
stranded on an uninhabited island and
their disastrous attempt to govern
themselves not unlike the Post Brexit
vote United Kingdom. However, Fewer
Folks will have read William Golding’s
book ‘’The Spire’’ and in that book
Golding writes
‘’At the moment of vision, the eyes
see nothing’’. The moment of Vision’’
is in essence a non-linear thing, its a
moment of deep insight. The President of the United States of America
currently undergoing an impeachment
process at the hands of ‘’Nervous’’
Nancy Pelosi [his moniker which
probably is a linguistic transference
of a sort and whom [Speaker Pelosi
and not the Trumpster] I find sexy but
that’s a discussion I have to have with
my Wife] was boo’ed for the second
consecutive weekend, This weekend
he was boo’ed at a UFC 244 event
at Madison Square Garden. Pollice
verso or verso pollice is a Latin phrase,
meaning “with a turned thumb”, that
is used in the context of gladiatorial
combat. It refers to the hand gesture
or thumb signal used by Ancient
Roman crowds to pass judgment on
a defeated gladiator. The Madison
Square UFC 244 verso pollice moment
is a Shakespeare level moment for
President Trump and of more import
than the Impeachment process

because Impeachment is political and
therefore the outcome should split
on Political Party lines. The Republican
Party will be making a hard nosed
political calculation this weekend that
if the President is getting booed at
a UFC event, the Base is lost. Vice
President Pence who is an evangelical
Christian [and is in the habit of praying
with another evangelical Christian and
Nobel Prize Winner far away in Addis
Ababa, allegedly] is the coming Man
and this could happen real quick.
‘’At the moment of vision, the eyes
see nothing’’. Staying with the US, we
learnt last week that the US National
Debt crossed $23 Trillion, having $1.3
Trillion in 12 Months. The US Stock
Indices posted Fresh record highs. This
is now unhinged. I recall sitting in the
Offices of a Gentleman called Julian
Robertson in the 1990s. Robertson
founded Tiger Management, one of
the earliest hedge funds. Robertson
is credited with turning $8 million in
start-up capital in 1980 into over $22
billion in the late 1990s and I met him
at the Apogee and subsequently Mr.
Robertson bet just about everything
on shorting the NASDAQ. And the
Story goes like this. The NASDAQ
stayed irrational and even got more
irrational longer than he could stay
solvent. Of course, he was right and
the NASDAQ subsequently crashed in
what was characterised as the ‘’DOTCOM’’ bubble. The Point is this, we can

see the dislocation, we can smell the
‘’stink’’ of it [Think WeWork’s Neumann - admittedly never made it to
the Public markets] but timing it is an
both an Art and a science. And always
remember, the entire Paraphernalia
of the Financial markets and its entire
raison d’être is there to prevent the
Bubble bursting. The Elastic Band
will snap because we are in ‘’Voodoo’’
territory but when and will it inflate
further before snapping and what will
happen in the moment of snapping.
And make no mistake, everyone is
riding the wave. Its all ‘’hocus pocus’’.
Xi’s China is in a similar Fix and fully
loaded with debt. I came across this in
an Article in War on the Rocks . ‘’Once
Xi becomes weak, sick, old, or dies,
various interests within China will likely
have a weakened institutional ability to
deal with the distribution of interests
and managing factional rivalry’’.
The Ministry of Sound [“My concept
for Ministry was purely this: 100%
sound system first, lights second,
design third (in that order); the reverse
of everyone else’s idea.”] 4 am[ers]
otherwise known as the BITCOIN
Evangelists will of course all be screaming. ‘’Aly-Khan, Aly-Khan Just Buy
Bitcoin its going to $50,000, $100,000,
$1,000,000.’’
Last week they all got carried away
when Xi apparently gave Bitcoin and
BlockChain his imprimatur.
It took China about 3 days of being

officially interested in blockchain to
make their intentions clear: transparent, panoptichain immutable social
credit dystopia. @nic__carter
All you people that are ready to
forsake all of your values for the sake
of riding some authoritarian driven
pump, I want nothing to do with you
@nic__carter. I don’t believe in the
god damn “underlying technology”,
I believe in the FREEDOM that the
technology gives us. From autocrats
and dictators. @nic__carter. It matters
because ppl are interpreting it as
validation of permissionless blockchains when it represents a perversion
and corruption of those ideals @@
nic__carter. Not to mention the ability
to shut-off access to anyone on the
system with a “flip of a switch”. A 21st
century authoritative government’s
dream @Rhythmtrader. The terrifying reality of a cashless society @
mc_madvillian. I am of the view that
BITCOIN and crypto is a Jeffrey Edward
Epstein [and his cast of characters]
level Con and I am having nothing to do
with it other than occasionally looking
in and admiring the sophistication and
level of the Con. Its breathtaking.
The most referenced Poem today
is WB Yeats The Second Coming . Turning and turning in the widening gyre
The falcon cannot hear the falconer;
Things fall apart; the centre cannot
hold;Its easy to see why.
Aly-Khan is a financial analyst
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State should ensure borrowers
are not fleeced in rate cap removal
Government borrowing from banks has made money for lending to individuals scarce
REUBEN GITHINJI
@githinjireuben

World Bank’s projects consultant
has expressed fears that the interest
rate caps’ removal which President
Uhuru Kenyatta wants might hurt
citizens if proper measures are not
put in place.
Kithinji Kiragu, a public service management consultant who
consults for projects funded by the
World Bank in Kenya said the government needs to take strict measures to prevent banks from disastrously exploiting borrowers after
removing the interest rates caps.
Kiragu said as the Members of
Parliament vote on the Finance Bill
2019 which the President returned
to the house last week to remove the
ceiling on commercial loans, government should ensure that once
customers borrow loans the banks
are not free to change the rules of
the game in between to make the
loans too expensive.
Speaking to the Star, Kiragu said
the government has a point that the
interest rate cap has made financial
institutions shy away from availing
credit to customers and thus the
reason for the move by the President to demand the removal of the

interest rates caps.
He however said the government
should put in place controls to enable Central Bank of Kenya and the
ministry of finance to ensure there
is no arbitrariness in how the banks
handle their loans’ borrowers or
those who already have borrowed
loans from them.
Kiragu said the rate cap should
not be there since Kenya is a free
economy but that the President
should demonstrate to Kenyans
the measures the government is
putting in place to ensure there is
no collusion among banks, as the
banks have an association while
borrowers do not.
He also said since banks borrow
from each other there is a secondary market which they can manipulate in ways in which customers
cannot.
“It’s important that the banks are
regulated to ensure that the free
market is truly free,” he said.
He further called on the government not to borrow so much
from the banks because part of the
reason why the money for lending
is scarce to people is because the
government borrow’s from banks
through the treasury bills.
Kiragu said the government
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should explain how it will mitigate the risks of people for being
overcharged on interest once they
borrow money from banks.
“Let the government also communicate to its people how it intends

to lower its borrowing so that the
banks can have more money to
lend. If the banks have more money
to lend and there is competition
then the interest rates will not
sky-rocket,” said Kiragu.

WHEN HIRING FOR
LEADERSHIP ROLES,
LOOK BEYOND
THE OBVIOUS
CANDIDATES
When deciding who to
promote into a leadership role,
most executives look at how
candidates have performed
in their current job. But past
performance isn’t always the
best predictor of success.
Individual contributors are
usually measured on their
ability, likability, and drive — but
leadership demands other
traits, including integrity and
emotional intelligence. So don’t
just promote your highest
performer. Instead, think about
what good leadership looks like
at your company. Do you need
people who can drive results?
Bring everyone together? Listen
and develop others? Innovate
and evolve the business? Then
think about who has the skills
you’re looking for — and take
another look at employees
who “may not be ready.”
Reconsider them on the basis
of their ambition, reputation,
and passion for your business.
Sometimes the youngest, most
agile people turn into capable
leaders when given the chance.

